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THE FIT CULTURE
BY ALY PAYNE

W E W O R K O U R S E L V E S to the core, stressing and creating undue anxiety, all in an effort to be “Fit.” There it is, that word that creeps into our
vocabulary, making itself more present with each new year. But are we
really understanding the true meaning of today’s “Fit Culture?” Are we
really striving for a healthy definition across the board?
We asked a few local experts to weigh in on the topic, and
you may want to listen closely to their advice on exercise,
attire, life schedules and more.
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DEFINING
“FIT”
W H E N I T C O M E S to pinpointing the concept,
there was no singular correct answer. What we
did find, was that although the descriptions varied, our local fitness professionals ultimately
emphasized how “fit” is dependent on the person. There is no number — be it weight, repetitions, distance — that acts as a marker for fitness.
Orangetheory explained, “‘Fit’ is different
for everyone, and it may take on alternate
meanings in different seasons of life. For some,
ideal fitness may mean fitting into a certain
size or building muscle. While for others, fit
means positively affecting blood lipid levels or
being able to keep up with children or grandchildren.”
Synergy Athletic felt Dr. Phil Maffetone
said it best when he defined fitness as “the
ability to accomplish a task.” They believe
this helps to delineate between health and
fitness (i.e. you can have healthy bio
markers — heart rate, blood pressure,
organ function — but still not be
able to run a 5K or carry a bag
of mulch to the garden in your
b a c kya rd ) . Fu r t h e r m o re ,
they found it valuable that
this definition provides
demarcation between
activities, explaining
why elite gymnasts
are mediocre at
endurance sports
and the top marathoners leave a lot to be
desired when it comes to their
weight room metrics.
amatone Yoga found
Samatone
“total health through
balance; health in all ways
— p h y s i c a l l y, m e n t a l l y,
emotionally, spiritually ”
proved most satisfying as a
definition.
And lastly, Summit Gym said
it flat-out. It’s hard to really, truly
define. It’s different
for everyone. Ultimately, they felt
“it comes down
to your ability to
perform the activities
of your choosing at a moderate level,
where you feel confident.”
So, there you have it. Even the North
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Dallas fitness gurus are in agreement — we
need to loosen the reins a little and allow
ourselves to be comfortable in our own skin
and in our own unique workout. Because being
“fit” is different for each person, you need to
reach the stage where you feel you’re performing at your best and performing confidently.
Sure, challenge yourself, strive for fatigue
in the muscles, aim for faster time or speed,
but be proud of those achievements only you
could have accomplished.

FITNESS
ATTIRE
SOME OF US roll our eyes, while others jump at the
chance to indulge in an exciting new excuse to
peruse our favorite retail locations. But here’s
the thing: attire does matter when it comes to
our workout; from clothing materials to suitable footwear, we need to be paying attention.
“A t t h e e n d
of the day, you
could absolutely
get by with a
cotton T-shirt
and your
worn-out
sweats
from high
school,”
begins
Synergy
A
Athletic.
“That being
said, athletic
apparel has
made great use
of technology and
has really upped
the ante for performance fabrics.” They
go on to explain that
while the clothes
are not only more
comfortable today,
they ’re likewise
doing an incredible
job of wicking sweat,
keeping you cooler
faster when your
body temperature is
red-lining from all
your intense
exercise.
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“Muscles need
adequate protein
to grow. If we are
not providing
this essential
macronutrient,
you will not see
much progress. The
brain and muscles
use carbohydrates
as fuel, so a wellrounded diet
is needed for
optimal health and
performance.”
— Orangetheory Fitness
Addison
getheory adds to that statement, explaining
that sweat-wicking materials are important
even when working out indoors due to the fact
that it won’t just keep you cool, “but the sweat
does not get trapped in the clothing, making
it feel heavy.”
But we’re not always running, lifting, body
pumping, etc. Sometimes we’re involved in
activity that not only requires proper clothing
but proper gear. Summit Gym offered their
insight, saying, “We offer climbing gear to new
climbers who are not ready to commit to the
whole climbing kit — harness, shoes, chalk
T
bag.” They
continued, making it very clear that
“having the right gear really is make-or-break
when it comes to climbing performance.” If
you’re among those unsure of what to buy for
a good climb, the staff at Summit are all trained
on the gear sold at each location. Furthermore,
they’re not going to sell you what’s fancy or
most expensive; they’re going to sell you what’s
best for you.
Similar to great gear, footwear is one of the
biggest considerations in regard to attire. Orangetheory reminds us, “It’s important to get fit
for a shoe that is appropriate for the activity
and that the client is using a shoe that is not too
old.” Why? Because shoes lose their support
after a certain amount of time depending on
the activity.
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DIET AND
NUTRITION
N O W F O R T H E topic that helps us fit into our fitness attire — diet and nutrition.
As Synergy Athletic put it, “You wouldn’t
put diet soda in your car and expect the engine
to work properly, and yet that is what most
people do to their bodies.” So what’s the right
“fuel?” According to our friends at Elevate
Fitness, some quick and easy pointers are
to eat lots of veggies, stick to lean meats and
avoid those fried and refined foods. Orangetheory only expands on that tip by informing us
that “muscles need adequate protein to grow.
If we are not providing this essential macronutrient, you will not see much progress. The
brain and muscles use carbohydrates as fuel,
so a well-rounded diet is needed for optimal
health and performance.”
This is a fact you’ve likely heard before.
It’s the whole “80 percent diet and 20 percent
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workout” phrase. So if we already know it,
why aren’t we applying the concept to our
daily lives? Well, the hardest part seems to be
getting started. Luckily, North Dallas CrossFit
takes great pride in their partnership with a
company that provides high quality meals that
are fully prepared and delivered to the gym as
a way to make it easy for the client to pick up
and take home. Additionally, they offer fully

customized nutrition coaching
which teaches people exactly
how to eat for health and performance. Owner Darrell Taylor feels
strongly about educating clients
about nutrition.
Considering how diet plays
into your workout is, without a
doubt, one of the biggest hurdles
of fitness, but you’ll be more
than thrilled when you have that
knowledge at your disposal. It’s
information that will help weed
out false understandings that
might actually be detrimental to
your fitness. For example, using
food as a reward or punishment — gone are
the days of having a cupcake because we ran,
or going on a walk to say adios to our pizza
calories. As Synergy Athletic put it, “You
cannot out-train a bad diet.” Simply knowing
no amount of activity will close that gap
will help you move forward with a positive,
valuable fitness regimen.

By preparing your
healthy meals
ahead of time, you
find yourself more
available and still
working toward
improved health and
fitness.

CLEAR THE
SCHEDULE
S P E A K I N G O F T H A T routine, is it even existent?
It seems like one of our greatest struggles, especially as we get older, is actually finding time,
or setting aside time, to get in a workout. Sure,
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we want to do it, but then we question whether
we’re being a “bad parent” by focusing on ourselves for a set amount of time, letting our career
slip through the cracks for taking our mind off
those deadlines, or not giving ourselves enough
rest from a day’s work.
“Our mental, emotional and physical health
are the most important things we have to
offer our families, friends and community,”
stresses Elevate Fitness. “You must fill the
cup you are pouring from before you pour into
others.” Live by this statement, because it
couldn’t be more accurate. As mothers, fathers,
sisters, brothers, daughters, sons, coworkers
or whoever we may be to others, we need our
own strength first and foremost. Think of it
as an oxygen mask on a plane; it’s vital that
you help yourself before you can help others
around you.
If it’s about setting aside time, don’t
hesitate to let yourself have that 15 minutes,
half hour, or full hour. You deserve it. Now it
becomes a question of when.
“Scheduling when we know that we will
not be competing with family and work is the
key,” explain the experts at Orangetheory.
“This may mean that you must go to bed earlier
and get workouts done before everybody else
wakes up.” They also suggest batch cooking
as a means of freeing up your schedule. By
preparing your healthy meals ahead of time,
you find yourself more available and still
working toward improved health and fitness.
We know that early morning and evening
workouts sound like a drag, but having a friend
in tow is a great way to hold yourself accountable and stay motivated. At Synergy Athletic,
they offer semiprivate coached sessions so
multiple people share the time and expertise
while still retaining their own individualized
program. “No one is lost in the group or forced
to do what everyone else is doing. Everyone
has a different goal, and we want to make sure
they are focused on their unique health and
fitness pursuits.” Having a friend nearby may
also allow
greater stress
relief,to
as you
add
equency
and for
magnetic
pulses
simulate
that social component to the challenging work.

Samatone Yoga is a strong believer in
stress relief, and they’ll make your limited
time well worth it with only an hour of feeling
and healing. By holding poses and sitting with
the experience, your issues release and you
“can begin to move through and find release/
relief/balance.”

Ultimately, fitness is up to you. It’s on your
own time, in your own capacity, and based on
your body’s unique response. While it’s so
easy to get wrapped up in the “ideal” forms
of fitness, it’s best to take a breath and allow
yourself to create time, a new understanding
and a new definition in your own right.
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